Vacancy for companion animal veterinarian (second line and emergency) in The Netherlands

Vetwork has good agreements with several clinics and animal hospitals in the Netherlands on job offers for vets from abroad. Much attention is paid to housing, education and working conditions. Are you interested in an adventure abroad and developing your skills as a second line vet? Discover the possibilities to work as a surgeon, emergency vet or specialist in a Dutch animal clinic or hospital.

What kind of work will you do?
You will work in an animal clinic or in an animal hospital. We offer jobs for companion animals and for farm vets. The size of the team is dependent on the employer. There are always possibilities for support, development and internal consultation. You provide second-line treatment and surgery and take part in work meetings. For some clinics your willingness to participate in standby services (at night) and weekend shifts is required.

Benefits of working as a companion animal veterinarian in the Netherlands
- Good salary
- Safe and pleasant Dutch culture
- High quality veterinary medicine
- Fully equipped veterinary clinics
- You get time to develop yourself further

Where will you be working?
Vetwork is looking for veterinarians in the whole of the Netherlands: from the north to the south. We will discuss with you a suitable place to live and the opportunities that match your ambitions.

Why via Vetwork?
Vetwork supports you throughout the whole process: from the first meeting to the first day of work in the Netherlands. But even after that, you can count on our coaching and help. We support you in finding a house.

About the Dutch language
Most clinics do not require you to have a command of the Dutch language. However, it can help you speak the Dutch language in your social life. Your employer usually gives you time during working hours to learn the language.

Meet us in Teramo
Interested? Come and talk to us on November 10th! Vetwork will then be present at the University of Teramo.